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This Is Us star Chrissy Metz's new film, Breakthrough, tells the true story of Missouri teen John Smith.In 2015, John was submerged underwater for 15 minutes after a lake accident. John has fully recovered after his mother, Joyce, said a prayer about him in the hospital. This Is Us fans have been buzzing about Chrissy Metz's new project, a film called
Breakthrough, since it was first announced that she would be making her feature film starring debut. But the true stars of this emotional new drama are the real-life characters that the story is based on: 18-year-old John Smith (played by Marcel Ruiz) and his mother, Joyce (who plays Chrissy in the film). This content is imported from {embed-name}. You may
find the same content in a different format, or you may find more information on their website. Breakthrough revolves around the true story of teenager John Smith, a young man from St. Charles, Missouri. Like every other boy his age, John - who was adopted by his parents, Joyce and Brian when he was just a baby - attended high school and played
sports... until tragedy struck. On January 19, 2015, then 14-year-old John and two of his friends were messing around on frozen Lake St. Louise when the ice broke open under their feet and they crashed into the brutally cold water. One boy was able to climb his way out, and another was quickly rescued. John, however, was caught and sank to the floor of
the lake. After 15 minutes underwater, the teen was finally pulled to the surface by first responders and taken to nearby St. Joseph Hospital West. His body was cold and lifeless, and doctors tried to administer CPR for 43 minutes without success. Emergency room doctor Kent Sutterer was preparing to deliver the tragic news to John's mother, Joyce, when
she entered her son's hospital room and quickly said a desperate prayer: Holy Spirit, please come and give me my son back! she prayed out loud, according to People.As the story goes, that was the moment that changed everything: Immediately after Joyce had uttered those words. , her son's heart began to beat again. And he just continued to defy the
odds from there - although his doctors had told Joyce and Brian that he would probably never regain neurological function, John was awake and answered questions within 48 hours of his rescue. The moment I needed God, he was there right away. What life is like for John and Joyce todayIn an unprecedented turn of events, John not only fully recovered
from his brush with death, but he also did so with remarkable speed: Just three weeks after his lifeless body was hospitalized, John walked out the front door on his own two feet. He had to attend outpatient therapy for several weeks after his release, but it was recovery that doctors had never seen the will before. Medical experts have since theorized that the
extremely cold water temperature that day was what redistributed redistributed blood flow and kept his organs functioning, but the Smith family believes there is also something else at play: a true, God-given miracle. It's what Joyce wrote about in her book about the incident, The Impossible, and what the new film Breakthrough is about. I've always believed
that God is going to do what he says he does because I've seen it all my life, Joyce told People earlier this month. But this is like the Oscars of faith. The moment I needed God, he was there right away. And when John's heartbeat immediately began, it was as if, Thank you, Lord, that I was so merciful to me, which put my faith in the ground forever. Today,
John is 18 years old and has appeared at events for the film's release along with his mother, Joyce, and the actors who portray them in the film. From Wednesday, April 17, Breakthrough will be available in a theatre near you. This content is created and maintained by a third party and imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You
may find more information about this and similar content on piano.io LiveAbout cookies to provide you with a great user experience. By using liveabout, you accept our use of cookies. Last updated November 27, 2020 Where you work has a huge impact on how you work – on your ability to focus (and stay focused) and your overall ability to be productive.
This means that the design of your office, whether you work at home or in a larger business environment, is of the utmost importance. This isn't just about Feng Shui, this is about producing results and getting things done. According to studies done on workplace and productivity, the most important factor in determining an employee's ability to concentrate is
their physical environment. In fact, it has been said that a well-designed office can increase your productivity about 20%. However, despite the studies and statistics, almost half of the employers surveyed do not think workplace design is a good business investment. So what is a productivity hack to do? What if you work in an environment that doesn't
promote focus? Check these 15 factors and make changes where you. A little adjustment can have a lot of impact. LightingLighting is one of the most important factors to stay focused and feel inspired to create, but it is one of the most overlooked and least invested in it. Poor lighting can cause fatigue, eye strain, headaches and overall irritability. Dark
spaces can actually lead to depression. If you work in a company office: You probably have no control over your general lighting so bring in your own, if necessary. Consider using natural incandescent bulbs or a light therapy device. If you work from an office House: Open the windows and doors and let natural light in. The use of lamps in different areas for
cloudy days or when it is dark. Chair and table If you've ever sat at a desk to do work, but found you're adjusting, stretching and moving too often to actually stay focused, then you're your of the importance of having a properly mounted table and chair. In today's work environment where so many of us sit for most of our day, it is crucial that your throne fits
your body probably. Consider these quick ergonomic controls: Eyes 24-36 inches from the computer screen. The top of the monitor must be below or at eye level. Feet should be on a footrest or rest on the floor. A slightly tilted seat position is best to reduce the pressure on your spine and minimize lower back pain. If you work in a company office: ask for an
adjustable chair. Add pillows for your lower back or butt, if you need it. Many companies will also have risers for computers to adjust the height of your computer screen (and a separate keyboard to keep your hands and wrists in the ideal position)If you're working from a home office: Invest in a decent chair or use at least a few cushions to make the seat
more comfortable. If the table is too high, add cushions to your chair. If it's too low, consider buying leg risers from your local hardware store and using books under your computer to increase the screen. Use a separate keyboard. RommelOur mama was right, it's important to clean up your room. Clutter can help create the creative mind, but it's not
necessarily useful for focus and productivity. If you work from a company office: Although you don't check the cleanliness of the office in general, you keep your own environment around you clean. Spend 10 minutes a morning or evening to make sure things are stowed away, submitted, organized and generally out of sight so you're not distracted by it later. If
you work from a home office: Because you work from home, the whole house or apartment has potential for distraction. If you can afford it, hire a professional cleaning service to keep your house clean. If not, plan a specific day and time to clean your home. Commit you to doing daily pickup at a certain time. And spend at least 10 minutes a day to make sure
your office is organized and tidy. Room ColorThe colors around us all have an effect on our moods and brain function. It evokes both a physical and emotional response. So choosing the right colors for your workspace has the ability to affect your productivity. For example, it has been said that blue has illegal productivity. Mind you, too much of everything
can be overwhelming, even color. If you're working from a corporate office, get items from home that are a particular color that inspire and keep you focused. Use postcards, magazine clippings, even just blocks of color will do. If you work from a home office: if you work from home, you have much more control over the around you. Consider repositioning a
wall, adding color to the table where you work, or hanging images dominated by a specific color. Room temperature Most offices keep their temperatures around 65-68 Fahrenheit, but it turns out this may not be good for productivity. Warmer rooms actually make people more productive. If you work from a company Most offices are regulated by someone
else, so bring a stove, sweaters and blankets to your workspace. If you work from a home office: Depending on the season, open the windows or adjust the heat or a/c so you're more comfortable and warm. Pile on the sweaters in winter or add a stove to your feet. Cream FragrancesIf the colour of the space in which you work, our sense of smell can
powerfully influence our mood, mentality and thus our productivity. Consider adding fragrances to your workspace to pot your mind into focus as you start noticing yourself drifting off. Try using these fragrances to stay focused: Pine - Increases Cinnamon Alertness - Improves Focus Lavender - Helps to relax you during a stressful working day Peppermint -
Lifts your citrus mood (any) - Wakes you up and lifts your spirits If you work from a company office: Most people won't appreciate added scents to their work environment so you need to keep it subtle. Keep essential oils in your bag or drawer and if you need a boost put a few drops on a handkerchief or cotton ball. If you work from a home office: Use
candles, incense or essential oils. You also let herbs and spices simmer in the kitchen to fill your home with a warm scent. Noise levelThe noise level in a work environment can vary greatly depending on the size of the team you work with, office design, and company culture. But make no mistake, the noise around you affects your ability to stay on task. Not
only can it be distracting, it can also increase stress levels making your ability to support productivity much more difficult. If you're working from a company office, bring in noise reduction headphones and use music services like Spotify or Songza, and opt for concentration-enhancing sounds, such as white noise. Find out if your office offers quiet workspaces
for times when you need to focus. When you work from a home office: Sometimes the complete silence can be just as disturbing as an office. Use a service like Coffivity to mimic the noise of a coffee shop, which is said to help with concentration. Air quality Air quality can drastically affect our ability to concentrate and think clearly. Get this: OSHA estimates
that the total annual cost of poor air quality in office environments costs employers $15 billion due to employee inefficiency and sick leave. Yes, it's serious business. If you work from a company office: Talk to them about installing air filters. If there is a way to bring fresh air through windows or doors, make sure they open at least part of the day. If nothing
else, get a personal air filter to have it on your desk or nearby. Also, get a plant (or better have to buy the company and use more plants in the office!). Plants are good at filtering the air and providing clean, purified oxygen. If you work from a home office: Open windows and doors and leave in the fresh air. Install an air filter or get a portable air filter to stay
near your desk. And yes, you too would be a. A. SpacesIf you manage it, give yourself more than one space to work from. Placing yourself in a new space with different qualities and things to look at literally shifts your brain and helps you stay focused. If you work from a corporate office, many offices offer a variety of environments to work from: your personal
space, lobbies, break-out rooms, meeting rooms, kitchens and dining areas and, if you're lucky, they also offer lounge spaces. Use all these spaces to vary your routine. Make sure your supervisor knows so they don't think you're slacking off and know tat you're actually getting more done! If you work from a home office: If you are working at a desk, add a
comfortable sofa or chair to the room. If your space is less flexible or ultra-small, think about more creative ways to change your workspace. Turn the pictures on your walls every few days. Sit on the other side of your desk. Grab a lamp and multiple colored lamps. Or go to work in a café, library or in a park.Organization of PeopleMost employers organize
employees around function or in specific divisions. Instead, studies show that people are more creative and productive when sitting with colleagues who share the same goal or customer. Not only are you able to get answers faster and generate solutions, but because you're directly accountable to the people around you, you're more likely to be tasked and
productive. If you work from a company office, ask your employer if you're experimenting by clustering your group in a meeting room for a day or a week. Get feedback from everyone involved. Show the results. If your business won't make permanent adjustments, they might be able to get you to work together a few times a week when the meeting room or
lounge room is free. If you work from a home office: This is a little harder, because when you work from home you are not with colleagues. However, you can recreate a similar space digitally. Create a Skype group and let everyone log in during working hours. You'll be accountable and check-ins in the morning while remaining available for questions, solution
orientation, and general banter that fosters creativity. Idea StorageAally you worked hard when you suddenly get distracted by a great idea? At first you try to push it away, but then the next thing you know you're 20 pages deep in an online search on the subject. Ideas need to be encouraged and cultivated, but when they come right in the middle of another
task it can be incredibly distracting. Instead, create a place to store your ideas that are easily accessible from your workspace. For both a home business and office: Keep pads of paper around, have a chalk wall, get a white board - if you Spark of inspiration write it down right away to get it out of your head then return to the task at hand. Then, at the end of
the day or when you have free time, gather all the ideas and view them. With a little time and space you better decide whether or not worth pursuing or better to leave it on the back burner. RefreshmentOur brains need nutrition to keep going, especially if we drive fast and stay focused. You let a rumbling stomach go for only so long before the brain closes.
Assuming you're different like wanting your car to keep driving without stopping and filling up with gas. A new idea, but not realistic. If you work from a company office: Make snacks for the day and/or week. Or bring pre-packaged snacks. Keep in mind that junk food has properties of diminishing yields so if you're buying your food prepackaged think nuts,
fruits, unsweetened yogurt, and hummus and crackers. Probably, your company offers coffee, tea and water so you don't have to worry about delivering that for yourself. If you work from a home office: Working from home can be an important distraction. Try to reduce the number of times you walk in the kitchen every day. To do this, keep quick and easy
snacks pre-cooked or prepackaged ready and near your desk. Keep a bottle of water nearby. And consider putting a kettle in your office and stocking tea and coffee so you don't be tempted to wander around the house and lose time poking through the pantry. Bring in NatureWe are biological beings, first and foremost. So we are deeply affected by our
access to (or lack of) the natural world. It is important for our psychological and physiological functioning, which directly affects our ability to be productive. If you work from a company office: if you don't have windows in or near your workspace, bring photos of the outside world. Save a picture of something natural like your screensaver and/or desktop
wallpaper. Take walks outside at lunchtime or between large tasks. Just a few minutes outside in the fresh air and sunshine can boost our mood and shake the doldrums. Make sure you add a plant to your desk, too! If you work from a home office: Keep the shades open and, if you do, leave in fresh air. If you don't see anything natural out of your window,
save photos of the natural world as your screensaver and/or desktop background. Take walks. Or just step outside and put your feet on the ground. Put plants in your office – research shows that having live plants in your office makes you more productive, happier and less stressed. Digital spaceFor most people, our primary work is housed in our laptops and
our physical environment is simply the background to our digital life. Make sure your computer has software that will help you model the digital environment that best elicits productivity. Use focus apps like this or this one to reduce distractions. Or design your day at intervals with an app like this to keep you on edge all day Keep. Recommended photo credit:
Phil Desforges via unsplash.com unsplash.com unsplash.com
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